SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM

5:00-6:15  SESSION I: SOCIAL ACTIVISM  OAK ROOM

Lila Raouf “Obstacles to Democratic Goals of Social Movements: A Case Study of Egypt Post Arab Spring”

Allison Yates “Women’s Movements and Reproductive Rights: A Case Study of the National Campaign for Legal, Safe, and Free Abortion”

Colin Airriess “Democratic Participation in the Information Age: A Case Study of the Brazilian Protests of 2013”

Kathryn Bennett “Sex Trafficking in Spain and the United States: A Comparison of Legislation”

5:00-6:15  SESSION II: GLOBAL IDENTITY  WALNUT ROOM


Victor Obasaju “Where is Home? The Impact of Nativism and Anti-Immigration on Second-Generation Nigerian Immigrants in the UK”

Lianna Aduana “Tasting the Basque: Food as Performance and Experiencing Identity”

6:30-7:30  POSTER SESSION AND RECEPTION  FRANGIPANI ROOM

Alyssa Kelly “The Influx of Chinese Immigration in Italy and Reciprocal Italian Media Frames”

Clara O’Leary “Rising from the Ashes: Coping with the Effects of Dictatorships”

Nicole Kaforski “Contemporary Guatemala: The Relationship between Immigration and Political and Economic Conditions”


Megan Kasler “Effective Governing Strategies in Plural Societies: The Theory of Consociationalism Applied to Spain”

Elizabeth Shariat Panahi “Surveillance Systems of a Neglected Epidemic: An Analysis of Health Institutions in the Middle East”

SPECIAL SESSION: “WATER”

PRESENTED BY THE STUDENTS IN INTL-1315, METHODS IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

“Land Acquisitions: Widening the Gap”

“The Israeli-Palestinian Water Conflict: Causes and Solutions”

“Pacific Garbage Patch”

“Examining the Approaches of Water Charities in Southeast Asia”

“Sanitary Water Access in South America”

“Human Effects on the Hooghly”